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Abstract

In this paper we describe a deep learning model based on a Data Augmentation (DA) layer followed
by a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). The proposed model was developed by our team for the
Profiling Irony and Stereotype Spreaders (ISSs) task proposed by the PAN 2022 organizers. As a first
step, to classify an author as ISS or not (nISS), we developed a DA layer that expands each sample in the
dataset provided. Using this augmented dataset we trained the CNN. Then, to submit our predictions,
we apply our DA layer on the samples within the unlabeled test set too. Finally we fed our trained CNN
with the augmented test set to generate our final predictions. To develop and test our model we used a
5-fold cross validation on the labelled training set. The proposed model reaches a maximum accuracy of
0.92 and an average accuracy of 0.89 over the five folds. Meanwhile, on the provided test set the proposed
model reaches an accuracy of 0.9278.
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1. Introduction
The author profiling task proposed at PAN@CLEF2022 [1] was about Profiling Irony and
Stereotype Spreaders (ISSs) on Twitter [2]. The task was to investigate whether or not an
author of a given Twitter thread is likely to spread tweets containing irony and stereotypes.
The organizers provided a labeled English dataset, consisting of 420 samples. Each sample
represents a single author. For each author a set of 200 tweets is provided. The unlabeled test
set provided consists of 180 samples. The model we used to compete for the task consists of a
Data Augmentation (DA) layer followed by a shallow Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).
Broadly speaking, our model preprocess each sample in the dataset to expand it. The DA layer
is based on a back-translation mechanism discussed in this work. This DA layer is applied both
to the labeled training set and to the unlabeled test set. Then, both for the training and the
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prediction phases, we use the augmented dataset. The model used is a shallow CNN already
used in similar text classification tasks. This model is able to reach state-of-the-art results on
several binary text classification tasks.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 related works about deep learning methods
for text classification are presented. In Section 3 we describe the methodology to augment the
dataset, training the model and make predictions. In Section 4 we report the results of our tests
over a 5-fold cross validation and on the test set. In Section 5 we propose future works and
conclude the paper.

2. Related work
Recent approaches about the detection of stereotypes are proposed in [3, 4] while some interesting methods and discussions about irony detection are proposed in [5, 6].
In this work, to address the problem of detecting ISSs on Twitter, we started from the analysis
and study of state-of-the-art techniques for text classification [7, 8, 9]. Then we look at the
results of the last year author profiling task hosted at PAN@CLEF 2021. The best performing
model consisted of a CNN fully described in [10]. Furthermore, given the performance reached
in a similar text classification task [11] and, as discussed in [12, 13], the fact that deep AI models
are finally able to outperform classic techniques used in natural language processing, we decided
to use a deep learning-based approach based on a CNN for our final submission.
The first attempt to implement CNN for text classifications purposes was conducted in
[14] in which, for the first time, a CNN was used to address a text classification task. The
CNN obtained promising performances compared to state-of-the-art models. Within a CNN, a
common representation of words is based on word embeddings [15, 16].
Furthermore, we wanted to investigate the impact of DA to improve the performance of a
deep learning-based model for a text classification task. An attempt to perform DA is presented
in [17] where dataset samples are augmented using four basic operation: synonym replacement,
random insertion, random swap, and random deletion. Over five classification tasks, authors
prove that performance are increased using DA.
However, our team developed a fully automated DA tool which could employ other types
of operations over the dataset provided. Such an approach could be the one proposed in [18]
based on back-translation.
Back-translation has been proven effective by extensive experiments conducted in [19]. A
back-translation technique was proved effective on question-and-answer tasks, as discussed in
[20]. In this work, the author improved performance by generating new data through reverse
translation that translates English to French and back to English.
Authors in [21] propose a deep learning-based method that fuses a back-translation method,
and a paraphrasing technique for data augmentation. A final stage using deep classifiers (Long
short-term memory network and CNN) is evaluated to seek enhanced classification results. The
evaluation is made over five publicly available datasets. Compared with state-of-the-art results,
performance of the proposed method demonstrate the effectiveness and soundness of it.
Finally it is worth reporting a relevant increase in the use of Explainable AI (XAI) methods in
place of black box-based approaches. A few of these methods are based on graphs and used in

real-world applications such as text classification [22], traffic prediction [23], computer vision
[24] and social networking [25].

3. Methodology
3.1. The dataset
The dataset consists of a set of 600 Twitter authors. For each author a set of 200 tweets is
provided. The labeled training set provided by the organizers contains 420 authors. The test set
is composed of the 180 remaining ones. Authors in the training set are labeled as "I" (ISS) or "NI"
(nISS). Our final submission consists of a zip file containing predictions for each non-labeled
author within the test set. A single XML file corresponds to a single author and contains 200
tweets from the author.

3.2. Dataset preprocessing
Before our DA layer we preprocess our dataset to remove useless information. More specifically,
we remove the opening tag CDATA from every XML file. Then we removed the starting tag
<documents> opening each sample. Finally we removed the opening and closing tag <author
lang="en"> and we lowercased all the text.

3.3. Dataset augmentation
In Figure 1 is shown the overview of our proposed framework. The very first stage takes a
sample from the dataset. The sample is preprocessed as described in the previous section.
Such a preprocessed sample is then augmented. To perform the augmentation our framework
back-translates each sample. We implement this operation, within our framework, performing
online request to the GoogleTranslator API from the deep_translator library. Full documentation
of this module is available online1 . Thanks to this module we translate each sample in dataset
from English to Italian. Then we translate back from Italian to English and finally, we merge
the original sample with the back-translated one.
The rationale behind such an augmentation strategy is easily explainable with the following
running example. In the example, making use of the Google Translate Tool online, a tweet
contained in one of the samples from the provided dataset is translated and then back-translated.
• ORIGINAL (ENG) -> "Yeah; on paper, kinda shitty business model expecting banks et al to
buy something they have never needed, and never will need. But we know the real business
model is extracting fiat cash from morons; it seems to be playing out swimingly."
• TRANSLATED (ENG to IT) -> "Sì; sulla carta, un modello di business di merda che prevede
che le banche e altri acquistino qualcosa di cui non hanno mai avuto bisogno e di cui non
avranno mai bisogno. Ma sappiamo che il vero modello di business è estrarre denaro fiat
dagli idioti; sembra che stia nuotando."
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Figure 1: Overall architecture of the proposed framework. Both for training and testing phase the CNN
proposed in [10] operates on an augmented dataset built as shown in Figure. Each sample is augmented
back-translating the contained text and merging it with the original source.

• TRANSLATED (IT to ENG) -> "Yup; on paper, a shitty business model that requires banks
and others to buy something they never needed and never will. But we know that the real
business model is to extract fiat money from idiots; it looks like it is swimming."
As can be seen from our running example from the dataset provided, the process of backtranslating a sample replace, delete and insert words, in fact augmenting the information
available for the subsequent CNN-based model. It is worth reporting that while maintaining the
characteristics of ironic text (in the first part of an augmented sample), an increased number of
words and sentences could provide more information available for the training of the CNN.
In our experiments we also used back-translation to generate a separate sample for each
original sample in the training set. However there was no improvement in term of accuracy
over the five fold validation.

3.4. Model training
The architecture of the CNN-based model used in our work is very similar to the one discussed
in [10]. It is a shallow CNN as depicted in Figure 2.
The model is compiled with a binary cross entropy loss function; this function calculates
loss with respect to two classes (i.e., 0 and 1) as defined in (1). These classes are obtained after
thresholding the output of the last single dense unit of the CNN. Positive values as output are
considered as ISS (i.e., 1) and negative ones as nISS (i.e., 0).
Loss𝐵𝐶𝐸 = −

𝑁
1 ∑︁
[𝑦𝑛 × log (ℎ𝜃 (𝑥𝑛 )) + (1 − 𝑦𝑛 ) × log (1 − ℎ𝜃 (𝑥𝑛 ))]
𝑁

(1)

𝑛=1

Optimization is performed with an Adamic optimizer [26] after giving each batch of data as
input. We performed a binary search for finding the optimal batch size. The model achieved the
best overall accuracy with a batch size of 1. Our model, developed in TensorFlow, is publicly
available as a Jupyter Notebook on GitHub.

Accuracy
Loss

1
0.8947
0.3322

2
0.8684
0.2710

Fold Nr.
3
4
0.9211 0.8684
0.3024 0.4102

5
0.9079
0.2129

AVG
0.8921
0.3057

𝜎
0.0210
0.0655

Table 1
Results achieved by the model on a 5-fold cross validation on the training set provided. In this case the
DA layer is used before using each augmented sample as input for the CNN.

4. Results
In Table 1 are reported the results obtained adopting a 5-fold cross validation. The table reports
accuracy and loss values achieved on the validation set used at each fold, together with the
arithmetic mean and standard deviation. For each fold we trained the model for 5 epochs. That is
motivated by the start of overfitting by the sixth epoch. In the same table, the higher accuracies
and the related losses are shown over the training epochs, with respect to the validation set
used at the fold indicated. As can be noted, some splits achieved a better performance and this
could be due to a higher level of similarity between the considered train and validation sets.
The model trained on the best fold was used to make predictions on the test set provided for
the competition. Predictions were uploaded on TIRA [27]. As reported in the final ranking2 , the
proposed model (namely, stm) reaches an accuracy of 0.9278.

5. Conclusion and future works
In this paper we described our submitted framework for the participation of our team at the
Profiling ISSs on Twitter task at PAN 2022. It consists of a DA layer followed by a CNN based
on a single convolutional layer. To get a more accurate evaluation of the model performance,
we run several 5-fold cross validation for each different hyperparameter configuration. After
finding the model achieving the highest accuracy during our cross validation tests, we trained
such a model on the best train fold to submit our predictions on the unlabeled test set.
In future works, we expect to evaluate performances on several languages and other backtranslation strategies. Even conducting an error analysis on misclassified authors could maybe
lead to improved performances on the classification task proposed. Another direction to improve
accuracy in profiling ISSs could be to add more complexity to the model, maybe using some
additional layers. Given the dimension of the dataset provided some other techniques of data
augmentation could be also applied. Finally, some investigation on the content of each tweet
could guide us in applying some techniques to remove noise (i.e., not relevant features) from
the input samples before the training and testing phases of our model.
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A. Online Resources
The source code of our model is available via
• GitHub

Figure 2: The shallow CNN used in this work and discussed in [10].

